
The University of Western Australia
SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS

BLAKERS MATHEMATICS COMPETITION

2016 Problems

The Competition begins Tuesday, 31 May and ends Friday, 19 August 2016.
You may use any source of information except other people. In particular, you may use

computer packages (though contributed solutions are expected to have complete mathematical
proofs). Extensions and generalisations of any problem are invited and are taken into account
when assessing solutions. Also, elegance of solution is particularly favoured and desired.

Solutions are to be mailed or given to Greg Gamble, School of Mathematics and Statistics,
The University of Western Australia, Crawley, 6009 before 4pm on Friday, 19 August.

Remember, you don’t have to solve all the problems to win prizes!

Include a cover page with your name, address, e-mail address, University, and the number
of years you have been attending any tertiary institution. Please submit a hardcopy of your
entry, to the above address. However, it is recommended that you also submit a PDF-scanned
copy to greg.gamble@uwa.edu.au.

Start each problem on a new page, and write your name on every page.

Note. Our convention is that N = {1, 2, . . . } (the positive integers).

1. Digitally prodigious

A number N is formed by concatenating the digits of the numbers 2, 22, . . . , 22016 and the
numbers 5, 52, . . . , 52016 in their usual decimal representation.

How many digits does N have?

If the second sequence of numbers were powers of 8, instead of 5, and each of the numbers
were written as hexadecimals, how many digits would N have then?

2. An 8-dollar problem

There are just two essentially different ways of arranging three $2 coins and two $1 coins in
a ring so that each coin is tangent to two others and all five coins are externally tangent to
a circle inside the ring.

For which arrangement is the radius of the inner circle larger? See diagram below.
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Note. The official diameters of the $1 and $2 coins is 25.0 mm and 20.5 mm, respectively,
though one may solve this problem knowing only that a $1 coin is larger than a $2 coin.



3. Attacking chess

A rook and a bishop are randomly placed on two different squares of an 8 × 8 chessboard
devoid of any other pieces.

What is the probability that one of the pieces can take the other, according to the rules of
chess?

4. Fortune chests

Before you are 4 chests, made respectively of iron, copper, teak and ebony. You are told
that one chest contains treasure, while the other 3 chests contain poisonous scorpions. You
are allowed to choose one chest, lift its lid and plunge your hand inside to take its contents.
On each of the 4 lids is inscribed a statement that is either true or false, but you do not
know which of them are true.

Here are four statements:

On the iron chest: “If the treasure is in the teak chest, then the statement on the ebony
chest is false”.

On the copper chest: “The treasure is in the teak chest or the ebony chest.”

On the teak chest: “One and only one of the four statements is true”.

On the ebony chest: “The statements given in the two metal chests are either both
true or both false”.

In which chest can you safely plunge your hand to retrieve the treasure?

5. Functionally sound?

What are all pairs (f, g) of functions f, g : R→ R such that f and g never cancel and that(f
g

)′
=

f ′

g′
and f ′g′ = fg?

6. Box of balls

A box contains 1000 blue balls. Outside the box there is an unlimited supply of blue, red
and green balls. Every 10 seconds, we choose two balls from the box and replace them by
one or two outside balls, using the following replacement rules:

• Two blue with a green;

• Two red with a green;

• Two green with a blue and red;

• One blue and one green with a red;

• One red and one green with a blue;

• One blue and one red with a blue and a red.

Is it possible that the box contains only one ball after a finite time?
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7. Integer pairs

What are all pairs (m,n) of positive integers such that 22016 + 22012 + 22008 + 2m = n2?

8. Tangential

What is the value of the product(√
3 + tan(1◦)

)(√
3 + tan(2◦)

)(√
3 + tan(3◦)

)
· · ·

(√
3 + tan(28◦)

)(√
3 + tan(29◦)

)
?

9. Continuously decreasing

Is it true, that if f : R→ R is a continuous decreasing function, then the system of equations

x = f(y),

y = f(z),

z = f(x),

has a unique solution in R3?

10. Disjoint circles

In the Euclidean plane, draw three disjoint circles, each exterior to the others, and with
their centres noncollinear.

If for each of the three circles, one joins the centre of that circle to the intersection of the
interior common tangents to the two other circles, are the three lines obtained necessarily
concurrent?
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